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The popular fantasy action RPG is reborn in the form of a free-to-play title. You are the character of a
lord that is chosen as the hero to draw the attention of people at a time of crisis. Your mission is to

recover the crown of Elden as well as the pieces of the shattered jewel, the Elden Ring. As you
progress through a challenging journey, you can use the skills and weapons you have been

developing. With the awesome properties and gameplay you can enjoy even when you are alone,
this game is a completely refreshing fantasy action RPG with a new story. FEATURES FREE-TO-PLAY
FEATURE Elden Ring is a free-to-play game that makes the hero's journey accessible to everyone. •

Epic Story "The Lands Between" is a world of endless possibility. The power of the Elden Ring is
greatly increasing, and humans have sought out its power to pay homage to the supernatural world.
The evil world of the Legion has arisen to capture the land. With the strength of the Elden Ring, you'll
have to protect the world from the Legion and the evil spirits. The depths of the trials you encounter

will force you to fully cultivate your character. • RPG System Elden Ring features a character and
weapon development system. Characters can be freely developed, and will develop different combat

styles in accordance with their weapons. Equipping and combining weapons will give players a
variety of interesting gameplay. • Action Battle System An action battle system that allows you to

feel the intense battles your character is involved in. The core of the battle system is the newly
developed "activation battle" system, which is different from the action RPG genre. It allows you to

enjoy the thrilling battle without being distracted by the simple menu and button controls of previous
games. • Overworld Map System The "overworld map" is a feature that allows players to

automatically obtain items from the game screen. When in the middle of a battle, players can search
the overworld map to obtain items. Players can enjoy the awesome gameplay in dungeons and

castles without the need to go to a menu, which makes the players more immersed in the game. •
Synthetic Dialogue System The synthetic dialogue system allows you to have a conversation with

characters when you do not have to go to the menu to interact with them. While you choose what to
say, you can see the responses of other characters as they appear
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Satisfying Gameplay with Exploration and Easy Battles
Equip and Evolve the Character of Your Choice
Gorgeous Scenery with a Touch of High Class

Revolutionary Online Play in the Dungeons
A Dramatic Story Full of the Great Fantasy Art

Are you ready to head to the Lands Between once more? Then now is the time to create your character, and
it’s time to accept your fate.

Please note: ● This game is only available in Japanese.
● Windows OS is required to play.

● Device: Android, iOS
● Supported: 3.5mm AV adaptor, micro-HDMI, and US, JP, EUAC connections
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THE ULTIMATE FANTASY ACTION RPG. The Beautiful World Awaits You—Exert Your Will!

Features:

Variety of Gameplay Elements and a Change in Storyline While the character battle system, class
system, skill system, and equipment management system are the same as before, the story type
changes. When victory is not within reach, the world of COLOSSAL is connected and the story
branches into three routes, adding three new story lines to the WORLD OF WARCRAFT, the game
that is already filled with story. From easy to difficult, you will relish in a story that delves into 
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"An ancient prophecy has been unfolding, and at the center of this final stage is a war between those
who would confine the world to the narrow borders of their homeland and those who wish to set their
names above those of their ancestors. As such, the Elden Ring Product Key – humanity’s hope for
eternal life and protection – will be forged, but the caretakers of the Ring are branded with sin and
refuse to share their power. Rebelling against the ring’s masters, the Elden armies set a new world
order in motion." -ACT 1, CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT, STORY ----------------------------------------------------
“Elden Ring, the New Fantasy Action RPG” is a game created by the developer “Mitchell… Reviews
ELDEN RING game: TODAY'S NEW GAME. ------------- SHINING A LIGHT ON THE FRONTS Be the bearer
of hope, awakened in the midst of a darkness. “A shining light on the front line, they will shine on
you.” Reviews ELDEN RING game: "The Elden Ring is formed by a large group of people who decide
to join forces to protect the world... REVIEWS ELDEN RING game: “An ancient prophecy has been
unfolding, and at the center of this final stage is a war between those who would confine the world to
the narrow borders of their homeland and those who wish to set their names above those of their
ancestors. As such, the Elden Ring – humanity’s hope for eternal life and protection – will be forged,
but the caretakers of the Ring are branded with sin and refuse to share their power. Rebelling
against the ring’s masters, the Elden armies set a new world order in motion.” -ACT 1, CHARACTER
DEVELOPMENT, STORY “A shining light on the front line, they will shine on you.” Reviews ELDEN
RING game: “The Elden Ring is formed by a large group of people who decide to join forces to
protect the world. It is your task to protect this world and fight together with this army.” -ACT 2,
Character History, etc. “The Elden Ring is formed by a large group of people who decide to join
forces to protect the world bff6bb2d33
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アクションRPG 「ニュー・フィクションRPG」 Action RPG 「Action RPG」 Online Multiparty Game 「オンライン・マルチパーティー」 ∴
ARENA Mode ∴GRAPHICS Mode ∴ Online Multiplayer ∴NO TEXT MODE In this game, you travel the
Lands Between, fulfilling the desires of the gods and striking down monsters on your way.When you
are in battle, you can use a variety of weapons and magic. The developers at From Software are
hoping to create a more realistic action RPG experience with intense action. • Ride your Dragon,
Collect Gems, and Battle Monsters There are three types of monsters: Wolves, Giants, and Dragons.
There are also three types of powerful weapons: Swords, Bows, and Blunt Weapons. To utilize your
weapons effectively, you'll need to raise your dragon and hunt for treasure. • Combine Unique
Weapons into Better Weapons When you need a strong weapon, combine weapons using the dragon.
The dragon can choose from weapons of all types, including options such as blunted weapons, long
swords, and bowguns. • Battle with other Heroes in the Arena Take on opponents in the battle arena
and be rewarded for your strength in the Arena. You can battle for fame by having the highest
number of kills. • Take on the monsters in the Dungeons A myriad of monsters and gargantuan
bosses await you in the Dungeons. You can complete the dungeon as you like by taking on monster
after monster. The path through the dungeon is unpredictable. Collect Potions, Experience Points,
and Strength Points As you battle, you can equip various potions and amulets. Raise your strength
by using experience points and strength points. It's Easy to Enjoy the Action There are a variety of
activities to increase your experience points, such as hunting for monsters, hunting for treasure, and
making equipment. This game also features a variety of online play options, allowing you to directly
connect with other players. • Challenge Others in Search of Battle Fame and Glory Match up against
other players and take part in battles in which your opponents are fighting other players. You can
battle opponents you have been set with on a temporary basis. • Compete in Online Events Players
can compete in various events in which they are matched with several players, so they can compete
in daily battles in

What's new:
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Story Review  

The virtual world, Codename: Pajama Sam, is a loose sandbox
which the protagonist, a player dressed as Sam in a Hijab,
creates and constantly plays in. Through endless play, the
protagonist learns about life, love, and eventually about death.
The series is riddled with coming-of-age angst, kink, colorful
characters, and many memes.

Post-apocalyptic Victoria, Australia has become a wasteland
where vengeance fuels the hunts. Percival Tenant is a
genetically engineered mutant with a powerful and dangerous
weapon. Despite his controlled power and threats, the land he
is forbidden to leave has turned into a prison for him. Percival
seeks help from other mutants, producing three girls secretly.

In the wild west, Blossom Valentine is a strange girl. She’s a
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woman with a gun. When she encounters the strange mutant,
she suddenly has no choice but to hire him. Together, Blossom
and the strange mutant leave for the “unreachable capital”.
Along the way, several deep and dark secrets are uncovered.
They reached the “unreachable capital”, are they still being
followed by the mysterious group?
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